
As Time Goes By: Automati Complexity Analysis of Simpli�ationRules
Thom Fr�uhwirthLudwig-Maximilians-Universit�at M�unhenOettingenstrasse 67, D-80538 Munih, Germanywww.informatik.uni-muenhen.de/�fruehwir/AbstratFrom a suitable termination order, alled atight ranking, we an automatially omputethe worst-ase time omplexity of a CHR on-straint simpli�ation rule program from itsprogram text: We ombine the worst-asederivation length of a query predited fromits ranking with a worst-ase estimate of thenumber and ost of rule appliation attemptsand the ost of rule appliations to obtain thedesired meta-theorem. For two Boolean anda path onsisteny solver, the preditions areomputed and are ompared to some empir-ial run-time measurements.1 IntrodutionThe programming language CHR (Constraint Han-dling Rules) [Fru98℄ was originally introdued to easethe development of onstraint solvers. Currently sev-eral CHR libraries exist in languages suh as Prolog,Haskell and Java, and dozens of projets use CHR.Over time it has beome apparent that CHR and itsextensions [Abd00℄ are useful for implementing rea-soning systems in general, inluding dedution andabdution, sine tehniques like forward and bak-ward haining, bottom-up and top-down evaluation,integrity onstraints, tabulation/memoization an beeasily implemented and ombined [AAI00, SaAb00℄.CHR are a ommitted-hoie onurrent onstraintlogi programming language onsisting of guardedrules that work on onjuntions of onstraints. ACHR program onsists of simpli�ation and propaga-tion rules. Simpli�ation replaes onstraints by sim-pler onstraints while preserving logial equivalene.Propagation adds new onstraints whih are logiallyredundant but may ause further simpli�ation.

Properties like rule onuene [AFM99℄ and programequivalene [AbFr99℄ have been investigated for CHR.These properties are deidable for terminating pro-grams. In a previous paper [Fru00a℄ we have proventermination of simpli�ation rule programs using rank-ings. A ranking maps lhs (left hand side) and rhs (righthand side) of eah simpli�ation rule to a natural num-ber, suh that the rank of the lhs is stritly largerthan the rank of the rhs. A given onstraint satisfa-tion problem is posed as a query to the CHR solver.Intuitively then, the rank of a query yields an upperbound on the number of rule appliations (derivationsteps), i.e. derivation lengths [Fru00b℄, beause eahrule appliation dereases the rank by at least one.Example 1.1 Consider the onstraint even that en-sures that a natural number (written in suessor no-tation) is even:even(0) <=> true.even(s(N)) <=> N=s(M), even(M).The �rst rule says that even(0) an be simpli�ed totrue, a built-in onstraint that is always satis�able.In the seond rule, the built-in onstraint = stands forsyntati equality: N=s(M) ensures that N is the sues-sor of some number M. The omma stands for onjun-tion ^. The rule says that if the argument of even isthe suessor of some number N, then the predeessorof this number, M, must be even.If a onstraint mathes the lhs of a rule, it is replaedby the rhs of the rule. If no rule mathes a on-straint, the onstraint delays. For example, the queryeven(N) delays. When the onstraint N=0 is added,even(N) is woken and behaves like the query even(0).It redues to true with the �rst rule. To the queryeven(s(X)) the seond rule is appliable, the answeris X=s(M),even(M). The query even(s(0)) results inan inonsisteny after appliation of the seond rule,sine 0=s(M) is unsatis�able.



An obvious ranking for the rules of even isrank(even(N)) = size(N)size(0) = 1size(s(N)) = 1 + size(N)The ranking not only proves termination, it also givesan upper bound on the derivation length, in ase theargument of even is ompletely known (ground): Witheah rule appliation, we derease the rank of the ar-gument of even by 2.In [Fru00b℄ we have shown that the derivation length isnot a suitable measure for time omplexity. The run-time of a CHR program not only depends on the num-ber of rule appliations, but also, more signi�antly, onthe number of rule appliation attempts (rule tries).In this paper we ombine the predited worst-asederivation length with a worst-ase estimate of thenumber and ost of rule tries and the ost of rule ap-pliations to obtain a meta-theorem for the worst-asetime omplexity of CHR onstraint simpli�ation ruleprograms. In the theorem, we will make no spei� as-sumptions on the implementation of CHR, so it appliesto naive implementations of CHR as well.Example 1.2 [Contd.℄ It is easy to show that theworst-ase time omplexity of a single even onstraintis linear in the derivation length, i.e. the rank. Thesame observation holds for a query onsisting of sev-eral ground even onstraints, if the rank is de�ned asthe sum of the ranks of the individual onstraints.However, things hange when we add the rule:even(s(X)),even(X) <=> false.where false is a built-in onstraint that is always un-satis�able. This rule may be appliable to all pairs ofeven onstraints in a query, and again after a redu-tion of a single even onstraint with one of the othertwo rules. Of ourse in most ases, the rule appliationattempts (rule tries) will be in vain.Thus the number of rule tries in a single derivationstep is quadrati in the number of even onstraintsin the query. Sine the rank of an even onstraintis at least one, the rank of the query is a bound onthe number of onstraints. The number of derivationsteps is also bounded by the rank of the query. Overall,this yields an algorithm that is ubi in the rank of thequery.

Related Work. To the best of our knowledge, only[MA99, GaM01℄ are losely related to our work inthat they give several omplexity meta-theorems fora logial rule-based language. These papers inves-tigate bottom-up logi programming as a formalismfor expressing stati analyses and related algorithms.[MA99℄ is onerned with ertain propagation rules(in our terminology), while [GaM01℄ extends the rulelanguage with deletions of atomi formulae and statipriorities between rules. Suh rules orrespond toCHR simpli�ation or simpagation rules [Fru98℄ thatare applied in textual order.MAllester and Ganzinger prove several omplexitytheorems whih allow, in many ases, to determinethe asymptoti running time of a bottom-up logi pro-gramm by inspetion. The main di�erene and om-plementarity between their work and our paper is thatthey onsider rules that must be applied to groundformulae at run-time, while we onsider simpli�ationrules that involve free variables at run-time and arbi-trary built-in onstraints. They deal with the omplex-ity of optimally implemented programs using lever in-dexing and struture sharing, while our results applyalso to naive implementations of CHR.In the omplexity meta-theorem of [GaM01℄, the om-plexity is the sum of the syntati size of the query andthe worst number of potential pre�x �rings (groundsub-formulas of lhs instanes that ould our in aderivation) of the rules in the program. Here it is -ignoring the ost of built-in onstraints - the sum ofthe rank of the query and the number of potential ruleappliations. The omputation of the number of pre-�x �rings requires insights about the states of all validomputations that an be performed. The number ofpotential rule appliations an be omputed automat-ially from the program text, one a ranking is known.Overview of the Paper. We will �rst give syn-tax and semantis of CHR. In Setion 3, we introduerankings and show how they an be used to derivetight upper bounds for worst-ase derivation lengths.In the next setion we show how to use these deriva-tion lengths to predit the worst-ase omplexity ofCHR programs. Finally, the �fth setion reviews someCHR onstraint solver programs. Based on the pre-dited worst-ase derivation lengths, the worst-asetime omplexity is omputed aording to our om-plexity meta-theorem. The predition is omparedwith empirial run-time measurements. We onludewith a disussion of the results obtained. This paper isa revised version of a paper presented at a non-arhivalworkshop [Fru01℄. We apply our omplexity theoremto two Boolean onstraint solvers and one path on-



sisteny solver. Preliminary empirial results indiatethat the atual run-time of the solvers in the SistusProlog implementation of CHR is better due to CHRompiler optimizations like indexing.2 Syntax and SemantisIn this setion we give syntax and semantis for CHR,for details see [AFM99℄. We assume some familiar-ity with (onurrent) onstraint (logi) programming[JaMa94, MaSt98℄.A onstraint is a prediate (atomi formula) in �rst-order logi. We distinguish between built-in (or pre-de�ned) onstraints and CHR (or user-de�ned) on-straints. Built-in onstraints are those handled by agiven onstraint solver. CHR onstraints are those de-�ned by a CHR program.In the following de�nitions, upper ase letters standfor onjuntions of onstraints.De�nition 2.1 A CHR program is a �nite set ofCHR. There are two kinds of CHR. A simpli�ationCHR is of the formn � H <=> G j Band a propagation CHR is of the formn � H ==> G j Bwhere the rule has an optional name n followed by thesymbol �. The lhs H (head) is a onjuntion of CHRonstraints. The optional guard G followed by the sym-bol j is a onjuntion of built-in onstraints. The rhsB (body) is a onjuntion of built-in and CHR on-straints.The operational semantis of CHR programs is givenby a state transition system. With derivation steps(transitions, redutions) one an proeed from onestate to the next.De�nition 2.2 A state (or: goal) is a onjuntionof built-in and CHR onstraints. An initial state (or:query) is an arbitrary state. In a �nal state (or: an-swer) either the built-in onstraints are inonsistent orno derivation step is possible anymore. A derivationis a sequene of derivation steps S1 7�! S2 7�! S3 : : :.The derivation length is the number of derivation stepsin a derivation.De�nition 2.3 Let P be a CHR program and CT bea onstraint theory for the built-in onstraints. Thetransition relation 7�! for CHR is as follows:

SimplifyH 0 ^ C 7�! (H = H 0) ^G ^B ^ Cif (H <=> G j B) in P and CT j= C !9�x(H = H 0 ^G)PropagateH 0 ^ C 7�! (H = H 0) ^G ^B ^H 0 ^ Cif (H ==> G j B) in P and CT j= C !9�x(H = H 0 ^G)When we use a rule from the program, we will renameits variables using new symbols, and these variablesare denoted by the sequene �x. A rule with lhs Hand guard G is appliable to CHR onstraints H 0 inthe ontext of onstraints C, when the ondition holdsthat CT j= C ! 9�x(H = H 0 ^G).Any of the appliable rules an be applied, but it is aommitted hoie, it annot be undone. If an applia-ble simpli�ation rule (H <=> G | B) is applied tothe CHR onstraints H 0, the Simplify transition re-moves H 0 from the state, adds the rhs B to the stateand also adds the equation H = H 0 and the guard G.If a propagation rule (H ==> G | B) is applied toH 0, the Propagate transition adds B, H = H 0 andG, but does not remove H 0. Trivial non-termination isavoided by applying a propagation rule at most oneto the same onstraints [Abd97℄.We �nally disuss in more detail the rule appliabilityondition CT j= C ! 9�x(H = H 0 ^G). The equation(H = H 0) is a notational shorthand for equating thearguments of the CHR onstraints that our in H andH 0. More preisely, by (H1^: : :^Hn) = (H 01^: : :^H 0n),where onjunts an be permuted, we mean (H1 =H 01) ^ : : : ^ (Hn = H 0n). By equating two onstraints,(t1; : : : ; tn) = (s1; : : : ; sn), we mean (t1 = s1) ^ : : : ^(tn = sn). The symbol = is to be understood as built-in onstraint for syntati equality.Operationally, the rule appliability ondition an beheked as follows: Given the built-in onstraints ofC, try to solve the built-in onstraints (H = H 0 ^ G)without further onstraining any variable in H 0 andC. This means that we �rst hek that H 0 mathes Hand then hek the guard G under this mathing.As a onsequene, in a CHR implementation, there areseveral omputational phases when a rule is applied:LHS Mathing: Atomi CHR onstraints in the ur-rent state have to be found that math the lhsonstraints of the rule.Guard Cheking: It has to be heked if the urrentbuilt-in onstraints imply the guard of the rule.



RHS Handling: The built-in and CHR onstraintsof the rhs are added. Before that, the CHR on-straints of the lhs are removed.In this paper we are only onerned with simpli�ationrules. For the rest of the paper we assume that CHRprograms do not ontain any propagation rules.3 Rankings for Derivation LengthsIn this setion, we introdue rankings for onstraintsimpli�ation rules and show how the rankings anbe used to derive tight upper bounds for worst-asederivation lengths of CHR programs.3.1 RankingsA ranking maps terms and formulae to natural num-bers.De�nition 3.1 Let f be a funtion or prediate sym-bol of arity n(n � 0) and let ti(1 � i � n) be terms.A (linear polynomial) CHR ranking (funtion) de�nesthe rank of a term or onstraint atom f(t1; : : : ; tn) asa natural number:rank(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) =af0 + af1 � rank(t1) + : : :+ afn � rank(tn)where the afi are natural numbers. For eah variable Xwe impose rank(X) � 0. For eah built-in onstraintC we impose rank(C) = 0. For eah CHR onstraintD we impose rank(D) > 0.The rank of a onjuntion is the sum of the ranks ofits onjunts:rank((A ^ B)) = rank(A) + rank(B)The rank of any built-in onstraint is 0, sine weassume that they always terminate and sine theirderivation length is 0. A built-in onstraint may implyorder onstraints between the ranks of its arguments(interargument relations), suh as s = t ! rank(s) =rank(t).In [Fru00a℄ we prove termination for CHR simpli�a-tion rule programs under any sheduling of rule appli-ations using CHR rankings. We want to make surethat the rank of the lhs of a rule is always stritlylarger than the rank of the rhs of the rule.De�nition 3.2 Let rank be a CHR ranking funtion.The ranking (ondition) of a simpli�ation rule H <=>G j C ^B, where C are built-in onstraints and B areCHR onstraints, is the formula

8 (O ! rank(H) > rank(B)),where O is a onjuntion of order onstraints impliedby the built-in onstraints in the rule, 8 ((G^C) ! O).Implied order onstraints suh as O help to establishthat rank of the lhs of the rule is stritly larger than therank of the rhs. Sine termination is undeidable forCHR, a suitable ranking and suitable order onstraintsannot be found ompletely automatially.3.2 Derivation LengthsA ranking of a program satisfying the ranking ondi-tion for eah rule ensures that the rank of the lhs ofeah rule is stritly larger than the rank of its rhs.Intuitively then, the rank of a query gives us an up-per bound on the number of rule appliations (deriva-tion steps), i.e. derivation lengths. In [Fru00b℄ wepredited worst-ase derivation lengths using rankingsand ompared the preditions with empirial data.De�nition 3.3 A goal G is bounded if the rank ofany instane of G is bounded from above by a onstant.Theorem 3.1 Let P be a CHR program ontainingonly simpli�ation rules.1. [Fru00a℄ If the ranking ondition holds for eah rulein P , then P is terminating for all bounded goals.2. [Fru00b℄ If the ranking ondition holds for eahrule in P , then a worst-ase derivation length D for abounded goal G in P is the rank of G:D = rank(G)We are interested in rankings that get us as lose aspossible to the atual derivation lengths. This is thease if di�erenes between the ranks of the lhs and rhsof the rules in a program are bounded from above. Weall suh rankings tight.De�nition 3.4 Let S be a ranking of a simpli�ationrule of the form H <=> G j B. The ranking is exatfor the rule S i� rank(H) = rank(B)+1.The rankingis tight by n for the rule S i� rank(H) = rank(B)+n.The ranking is tight by n for a CHR program P i� theranking is tight by ni for all rules in P and n is themaximum of all ni.4 Worst-Case Time ComplexityWe �rst onsider the worst ost of applying a singlerule, whih onsists of the ost to try the rule on all



onstraints in the urrent state and of the ost to applythe rule to some onstraints in the state. Then wehoose the worst rule in the program and apply it inthe worst possible state of the derivation. Multiplyingthe result with the worst-ase derivation length givesus the desired upper bound on the worst-ase timeomplexity.In the following, we assume a naive implementationof CHR with no optimizations. The omplexity ofhandling built-in onstraints is predetermined by thebuilt-in onstraint solvers used. We assume that thetime omplexity of heking and adding built-in on-straints is not dependent on the onstraints aumu-lated so far in the derivation.Lemma 4.1 Let S be a simpli�ation rule of the formH <=> G j C ^B, where H is a onjuntion of n CHRonstraints, G and C are built-in onstraints and B areCHR onstraints. The worst-ase time omplexity ofapplying the rule S in a state with  CHR onstraintsis: O(n(OH +OG) + (OC +OB));where OH is the omplexity of mathing the lhs Hof the rule, OG the omplexity of heking the guardG, OC the omplexity of adding the rhs built-in on-straints C, and OB the omplexity of removing thelhs CHR onstraints and of adding the rhs CHR on-straints B.Proof. The formula onsists of two summands, the�rst is the ost of trying the rule, the seond the ostof applying the rule. In a naive implementation, weompute all possible ombinations of n onstraints andtry to math them to the lhs of the rule. Hene, given onstraints in a query and a rule with n lhs on-straints, there are O(n) ombinations of onstraintsto try. Eah try involves mathing the lhs of the rulewith omplexity OH and, in the worst-ase, hekingthe guard with omplexity OG. In the worst-ase, allpossible ombinations have been tried before the rule is�nally applied. Then, the ost of handling the rhs ofthe rule, (OC +OB), is inurred.Now we are ready to give our meta-theorem about thetime omplexity of simpli�ation rule programs. Toompute the time omplexity of a derivation, we haveto �nd the worst-ase for the appliation of a rule,i.e. the largest number of CHR onstraints max ofany state in a derivation and the most ostly rule thatould be tried and applied. We know that the numberof derivation steps is bounded by the rank D. It turnsout that D is also an upper bound for max .Theorem 4.1 Let P be a CHR program ontainingonly onstraint simpli�ation rules. Let Q be a query

with worst-ase derivation length D. Then the worst-ase time omplexity of a derivation starting with Qis: O(DXi (Dni(OHi +OGi) + (OCi +OBi)));where the index i ranges over the onstraint simpli�-ation rules in the program P .Proof. In the worst-ase of a naive implementation,in eah of the D derivation steps, all rules are tried onall ombinations of the maximum possible number ofonstraints max and then the most ostly rule is ap-plied. Sine rule appliation attempts are independentfrom eah other, we an extend Lemma 4.1 to a set ofrules in a straightforward way:O(Xi nimax (OHi +OGi) + Max i(OCi +OBi));where max is the worst number of CHR onstraints ina derivation from a given query and Max i takes themaximum over all i. Sine the funtion Max and +are equivalent in the O-notation, we an replae Max ibyPi. Multiplying the resulting formula by the deriva-tion length D yields the overall omplexity:O(DXi (nimax (OHi +OGi) + (OCi +OBi))):There annot be more than D CHR onstraints in anystate of a derivation starting with a query with worst-ase derivation length D, beause eah CHR onstrainthas a rank of at least 1 by de�nition and beause eahderivation step dereases the value of D by at least 1.Thus max is bounded by D. After replaing max bythe bound D, we arrive at the formula of the Theorem.From the meta-theorem it an be seen that the ost ofrule tries dominates the omplexity of a naive imple-mentation of CHR.We end this setion with some general remarks on theomplexities of the onstituents of a simpli�ation rule.The ost of syntati mathing OH is determined bythe syntati size of the lhs in the given program text.Thus, its time omplexity is onstant.The omplexity of guard heking OG is usually asmost as high as the omplexity of adding the respetiveonstraints. The worst-ase time omplexity of addingbuilt-in onstraints OC is typially linear in their size.We assume that the omplexity OB of removing andadding CHR onstraints (without applying any rules)is onstant in a naive implementation where e.g. listsare used to store the CHR onstraints.



5 Time Complexity of CHRConstraint SolversWe now derive worst-ase time omplexities of twoBoolean and one path onsisteny CHR onstraintsolver [Fru98℄ from the CHR library of Sistus Pro-log [HoFr98, HoFr00℄. We will use onrete syntax ofProlog implementations of CHR, where a onjuntionis a sequene of onjunts separated by ommas.We will ontrast these results with the time omplex-ities derived from a set of test-runs with randomizeddata. We expet the empirial results to be betterthan the predited ones, sine this CHR implementa-tion uses indexing for omputing the ombinations ofonstraints needed for lhs mathing of a rule.The Sistus Prolog and CHR soure ode for the test-runs is available at www.informatik.uni-muenhen.de/�fruehwir/hr/omplexity.pl. The ode an be runvia the WWW-interfae of CHR Online [SaAb00℄.For eah solver, we will give a ranking that is an up-per bound on the derivation length. From the ranking,we alulate the worst-ase time omplexity. We de-note onstant time omplexity by the number 1 andzero time by 0 (this means that no omputation isperformed at all). We will summarize the empirialresults of the test-runs in a table, see e.g. Figure 1.The tables have the following olumns:Goal the (abbreviated) goal that was run to produethe test data.Worst the predited worst-ase derivation length Dfor the goal.Apply the atual number of rule appliations, i.e.derivation length.Try the number of rules that have been tried, but notneessarily applied.Time the time to run the goal with the CHR libararyof Sistus Prolog, in seonds, inluding instru-mented soure ode for randomization, on a reentLinux PC with medium work load.5.1 Boolean Algebra, Propositional LogiThe domain of Boolean onstraints [Me*93℄ inludesthe onstants 0 for falsity, 1 for truth and the usuallogial onnetives of propositional logi, whih aremodeled here as CHR onstraints. Syntati equal-ity = is a built-in onstraint. In the onstraint solverBool , we simplify a single onstraint and(X;Y;X ^Y )into one or more equations whenever possible:

and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=0 | Z=0.and(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=0 | Z=0.and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=1 | Y=Z.and(X,Y,Z) <=> Y=1 | X=Z.and(X,Y,Z) <=> X=Y | Y=Z.and(X,Y,Z) <=> Z=1 | X=1,Y=1.For example, the �rst rule says that the onstraintand(X,Y,Z), when it is known that the �rst input ar-gument X is 0, an be redued to asserting that theoutput Z must be 0. Hene the goal and(X,Y,Z),X=0will result in X=0, Z=0.Derivation Length. Sine a single rule appliationredues eah CHR onstraint to built-in onstraints,the worst-ase derivation length is just the number ofonstraints in the query, . Let the ranking berank(A) = 1 if A is an atomi CHR onstraintFor eah rule in Bool , H <=> G j B, we have thatrank(H) = 1 and rank(B) = 0. Hene the rankingis exat for all rules. Consequently, the worst-asederivation length of a Boolean goal isDBool = It an be muh smaller. For example, the goaland(U,V,W) delays, its derivation length is zero. An-other example is a goal that ontains the onstraintand(0,Y,1). If it is seleted �rst, it will redue to theinonsistent built-in onstraint 1=0 in one derivationstep. Beause of the inonsisteny, this is a �nal stateof the derivation.Complexity. All rules have one lhs CHR onstraint,i.e.. n = 1. The derivation length is bounded by. Cheking or establishing built-in syntati equal-ity between variables and the onstants 0 and 1 anbe implemented in onstant time. Then, for all rules,(OH ; OG; OC ; OB) is (1; 1; 1; 0), i.e. all rule-dependentomplexities are onstant. Aording to the omplex-ity meta-theorem, this gives OBool((1(1 + 1) + (1 +0))), i.e OBool(2)Empirial Results. In Figure 1, the Prolog prediatetst/3 produes a hain of and onstraints, where thelast variable of one onstraint is the �rst variable ofthe next onstraint. The �rst (A) and the last (B)variable are returned in the seond and third argumentof tst/3, respetively.Figure 1 shows that� The order of (built-in) onstraints may stronglyinuene the run-time.



Goal Worst Apply Try Timetst(125,A,B), A=1 125 1 759 0.06tst(250,A,B), A=1 250 1 1509 0.10tst(500,A,B), A=1 500 1 3009 0.22tst(1000,A,B), A=1 1000 1 6009 0.43tst(2000,A,B), A=1 2000 1 12009 0.87tst(4000,A,B), A=1 4000 1 24009 1.73tst(8000,A,B), A=1 8000 1 48009 3.46tst(125,A,B), B=1 125 125 1500 0.11tst(250,A,B), B=1 250 250 3000 0.24tst(500,A,B), B=1 500 500 6000 0.47tst(1000,A,B), B=1 1000 1000 12000 0.95tst(2000,A,B), B=1 2000 2000 24000 1.88tst(4000,A,B), B=1 4000 4000 48000 3.75tst(8000,A,B), B=1 8000 8000 96000 7.51tst(125,A,B), A=0 125 125 875 0.07tst(250,A,B), A=0 250 250 1750 0.15tst(500,A,B), A=0 500 500 3500 0.29tst(1000,A,B), A=0 1000 1000 7000 0.57tst(2000,A,B), A=0 2000 2000 14000 1.16tst(4000,A,B), A=0 4000 4000 28000 2.34tst(8000,A,B), A=0 8000 8000 56000 4.67A=0, tst(125,A,B) 125 125 125 0.01A=0, tst(250,A,B) 250 250 250 0.02A=0, tst(500,A,B) 500 500 500 0.03A=0, tst(1000,A,B) 1000 1000 1000 0.06A=0, tst(2000,A,B) 2000 2000 2000 0.11A=0, tst(4000,A,B) 4000 4000 4000 0.21A=0, tst(8000,A,B) 8000 8000 8000 0.44Figure 1: Results from Test-Runs with Boolean And� The atual derivation length reahes the preditedworst-ase derivation length.� The number of rule appliations may be arbitrar-ily small.� The number of rule tries is up to 12 times largerthan the worst-ase derivation length. Note thatthere are 6 rules.� Run-time is linear in the number of rule tries.These observations will also hold for the other on-straint solvers we onsidered, exept of ourse for therelationship between the number of rule appliationsand the number of rule tries.In pratie, the observed time omplexity of the solverseems to be linear: OobsBool()We attribute this di�erene to the e�et of indexingon variables whih allows to �nd mathing onstraintsfaster.

Boolean CardinalityThe ardinality onstraint ombinator was introduedin the CLP language (FD) [vHSD95℄ for �nitedomains. In the solver Card we adapted ardi-nality for Boolean variables. The Boolean ardi-nality onstraint #(L,U,BL,N) is true if the num-ber of Boolean variables in the list BL that areequal to 1 is between L and U. N is the length ofthe list BL. Boolean ardinality an express nega-tion #(0,0,[C℄,1), exlusive or #(1,1,[C1,C2℄,2),onjuntion #(N,N,[C1,...,Cn℄,N) and disjuntion#(1,N,[C1,...,Cn℄,N).% trivial, positive, negative satisfationtriv_sat� #(L,U,BL,N) <=> L=<0,N=<U | true.pos_sat � #(L,U,BL,N) <=> L=N | all(1,BL).neg_sat � #(L,U,BL,N) <=> U=0 | all(0,BL).% positive and negative redutionpos_red � #(L,U,BL,N) <=> delete(1,BL,BL1) |0<U, #(L-1,U-1,BL1,N-1).neg_red � #(L,U,BL,N) <=> delete(0,BL,BL1) |L<N, #(L,U,BL1,N-1).In this CHR program, all onstraints exept ardinal-ity are built-in. all(B,L) equates all elements of thelist L to B. delete(X,L,L1) deletes the element X fromthe list L resulting in the list L1. Due to the semantisof guard heking, X must exatly math the elementthat is to be removed.Derivation Length. Our ranking is based on thelength of the list argument of the Boolean ardinalityonstraint:rank(#(L;U;BL;N)) = 1 + length(BL)length([℄) = 0length([X jL℄) = 1 + length(L)delete(X;L;L1) ! length(L) = length(L1)+1The rank adds one to the length of the list in orderto give a ardinality with the empty list a positiverank. For example, the goal #(0,0,[℄,0) has deriva-tion length one (no matter whih of the three satis-fation rules is applied). Let the rank of atomi on-straints in a query be bounded by a onstant l.The ranking is exat for the two reursive redu-tion rules, beause of the order onstraint implied bydelete. It is tight by l only for the three satisfationrules, sine a ardinality onstraint with arbitrary rankmay be redued to built-in onstraints with rank 0 inone derivation step. Hene the ranking of the solverprogram Card is tight by l.



From the ranking we see that the derivation lengthof a single ardinality onstraint is bounded by thelength of the list argument. For example, the goal#(1,1,[0,0,0,0,X℄,5) needs �ve derivation steps toredue to X=1. The �rst four steps remove the zerosfrom the list. The derivation length of a goal is less orequal to the sum of the lengths of the lists ourringin the goal. Hene it is linear in the syntati size ofthe goal in the worst-ase.Let  be the number of CHR onstraints in a query andreall that the rank of atomi onstraints is boundedby l. Then we have that:DCard = lComplexity. All rules have one lhs CHR onstraint.Time omplexity for the built-in onstraints deleteand all an be assumed to be linear in the lengthof the list, and is onstant for the other built-in on-straints. The derivation length is bounded by l.The time omplexities, (OH ; OG; OC ; OB), of the �verules are (1; 1; 1; 0); (1; 1; l; 0); (1; 1; l; 0); (1; l; 1; 1) and(1; l; 1; 1) respetively. Hene the omplexity for boththe rule tries and the rule appliations is at worst lin-ear in l. Aording to the meta-theorem, the timeomplexity is O(l((l)1l + l)), i.e.O(2l3):Empirial Results. Our empirial results are pre-sented in Figure 2. allr is a variation on all, it startsequating the list elements from the bak of the list.This means that in the guards of the reursive rulesfor ardinality, delete has to searh till the end ofthe list to �nd a zero or one. ard rand produes arandom list of variables, zeros and ones, eah of thethree with the same probability. The list lengths werehosen at random between 0 and 1000 and then theproblem instanes were ordered by list length.The table shows that� For the ard rand problem, the �gures followfrom to the probability distribution.� The other problem instanes show the inuene ofthe order of built-in onstraints on the run-time.However, timings di�er by a onstant fator, soomplexity is not a�eted.� The number of rule tries is up to 10 times largerthan the worst-ase derivation length. Note thatthere are 5 rules, and they may be tried in vain.� Run-time is roughly quadrati in the list length.

Goal Worst Apply Try Timeard rand(N,A,B,L), 40 30 132 0.03#(A,B,L,N) 91 56 260 0.12217 143 655 0.71298 199 901 1.25655 450 2029 5.07672 446 2008 5.10#(0,1,L,N),all(0,L) 109 108 1071 0.65200 199 1981 1.98318 317 3161 4.01382 381 3801 5.27#(0,1,L,N),allr(0,L) 109 108 1071 0.69200 199 1981 2.38318 317 3161 4.47382 381 3801 7.72#(0,1,L,N),all(X,L), 109 108 1076 0.34X=0 200 199 1986 0.99318 317 3166 2.29382 381 3806 3.21all(0,L),#(0,1,L,N) 109 108 536 0.14200 199 991 0.45318 317 1581 1.12382 381 1901 1.58Figure 2: Test-Run Results for Boolean CardinalityWe also did some experiments with more than oneardinality onstraint but found that the overall run-time was the sum of the run-times of eah onstraintalone. Thus the observed time omplexity has lowerexponents than those predited:OobsCard (l2)We again attribute this di�erene to the e�et of in-dexing on variables.5.2 Path ConsistenyIn this setion we analyze a onstraint solver that im-plements the lassial arti�ial intelligene algorithmof path onsisteny [MaFr85, MoHe86℄.A disjuntive binary onstraint (I; J; fr1; : : : ; rng),also written I fr1; : : : ; rng J , is a �nite disjuntion(I r1 J) _ : : : _ (I rn J), where eah ri is a binaryrelation. The ri are alled primitive onstraints. Thenumber p of primitive onstraints is �nite and they arepairwise disjoint.W.l.o.g. we will assume that in a query, for eah or-dered pair of variables, there is a disjuntive binaryonstraint between them. The basi operation of pathonsisteny omputes a tighter onstraint between twovariables I and J by interseting it with the onstraintomposed from the two onstraints between I and athird variable K and between K and J . This opera-tion an be implemented diretly by a single rule inthe solver Path:



path_onsisteny �(I,K,C1), (K,J,C2), (I,J,C3) <=>omposition(C1,C2,C12),intersetion(C12,C3,C123),C123=\=C3 |(I,K,C1), (K,J,C2), (I,J,C123).The repeated appliation of the rule will make theinitial query onstraints path onsistent. The built-in onstraints omposition and intersetion im-plement funtions on pairs of disjuntive binary on-straints:omposition(C1; C2; C3) i�I C1 K ^ K C2 J ! I C3 J;where C3 is the smallest set of primitive on-straints implied for given C1 and C2.intersetion(C1; C2; C3) i�I C1 J ^ I C2 J $ I C3 J .The hek C123=n=C3 makes sure that the new on-straint C123 is di�erent from the old one C3.Derivation Length. We rely on the following rank-ing: rank((I; J; C)) = 1 + ard(C)ard(f1; : : : ; ng) = nintersetion(C1; C2; C3)!ard(C3) � ard(C1) ^ ard (C3) � ard(C2)intersetion(C1; C2; C3) ^ C3 6= C2!ard(C3) 6= ard(C2)For the ranking, one is added to the ardinality of C sothat onstraints with an empty set C have a positiverank as well. Queries are bounded, when C is known.Beause of the properties of intersetion and the guardhek C123=n=C3, the ardinality of C123 must bestritly less than that of C3. Hene the rhs is rankedstritly smaller than the lhs of the rule. Every rule ap-pliation removes at least one primitive onstraint andat most all of them from the set of primitive onstraintsC3 by interseting it with C12. Hene, if the maximumnumber of primitive onstraints is p, the ranking istight by p. The worst-ase derivation length is linearin the syntati size of the goal:DPath = pComplexity. There is one rule, it has three lhs CHRonstraints. For small p, the built-in onstraints foromposition, intersetion and inequality heking an

be implemented by table look-up, i.e. in onstanttime. Otherwise, we de�ne the operations in termsof primtive onstraints. Composition of disjuntiveonstraints an be omputed by pairwise ompositionof its primitive onstraints. Intersetion for disjun-tive onstraints an be implemented by set interse-tion, sine primitive onstraints are disjoint. We as-sume onstant time aess to individual elements inthe omposition table of primitive onstraints. Thenomposition an be implemented in quadrati time,O(p2). Intersetion and inequality heking an beimplemented in linear time.Hene, aording to the meta-theorem, the omplexityis O(p((p)3(1 + (p2 + p+ p)) + (0 + 1))), i.eOPath (4p6)Empirial Results. In the goals of Figure 3, tpathgenerates onstraints between eah pair of di�erentvariables in its argument list. The disjuntive on-straints C are randomly hosen non-empty subsets off<;=; >g, eah with the same probability. Hene p isa onstant, p = 3. For a list of length n, there areexatly  = n(n� 1) onstraints. Thus the worst asederivation length is 3n(n� 1). The table entries havebeen sorted.Goal Worst Apply Try Timelength(L,V), 168 32 1079 0.44tpath(L,A), 168 41 1151 0.50V=8 168 45 1477 0.65168 49 1279 0.55..., V=12 396 87 4024 1.76396 101 4791 2.11396 102 4622 2.00396 104 4895 2.12..., V=16 720 155 10241 4.54720 155 10724 4.82720 160 11709 5.23720 185 12330 5.54..., V=20 1140 241 22075 10.331140 263 23578 11.041140 269 24154 11.241140 277 23573 11.02Figure 3: Test-Run Results for Path ConsistenyThe table shows that� The atual derivation length is roughly linear inthe predited worst-ase derivation length, i.e.linear in the number of onstraints.� The number of rule tries inreases faster than theworst-ase derivation length.



� Run-time is roughly linear in the number of ruletries. It is roughly ubi in the number of vari-ables v.We an onlude from the urrent experiments, wherep is onstant, that the observed omplexity is muhlower than the predited one. Sine O(v2) = O() wehave: OobsPath (v3) = OobsPath(1:5)For p = 3, this orresponds to the omplexity of thebest known general algorithm for path onsisteny,whih is O(v3p3) [MaFr85, MoHe86℄.6 ConlusionsBased on the worst-ase derivation length, as given bya ranking, we were able to give a general omplexitymeta-theorem for the worst-ase time omplexity ofCHR onstraint simpli�ation rule programs. Rank-ings were originally used to prove termination. Theymap onstraints and terms to natural numbers suhthat the rank of the lhs of a rule is larger than the rankof the rhs of a rule. One a ranking has been found,our meta-theorem allows for omputing the omplex-ity automatially from the program text. Our theoremalso applies to naive implementations of CHR simpli-�ation rules.We have found that the dominating fator in the om-plexity are the rule appliation attempts (rule tries),not the atual rule appliations. The ost of rule triesdepends on the number of lhs CHR onstraints n, theomplexity of the guard heking and the ranking Dof a given query. D was bounded by the produt r,where  is the number of atomi CHR onstraints inthe query and r is the maximum rank of an atomiCHR onstraint in the query. r often an be inter-preted as syntati size. Built-in onstraints only on-tribute if they have non-onstant omplexity. This isthe ase if non-salar datatypes like lists or sets are in-volved. In our examples, the derived omplexities wereof the form n+1rn+1+k , where k is a small onstant(often zero) introdued by the built-in onstraints.We ompared the omplexities predited by our theo-rem with the omplexities observed in empirial testsof two Boolean and a path onsisteny onstraintsolver. Due to optimizations like indexing on vari-ables in the Sistus Prolog CHR implementation, theobserved omplexities were better than the preditedones.They involved the same parameters, but lower ex-ponents. In the ase of the two Boolean onstraintsolvers, the omplexity of rule tries was lowered to the
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